
SOFTWARE FOR HUMAN SERVICES ORGANIZATIONS

Products 1 - 14 of 14 CiviCore Human Services software is a cloud-based solution that helps organizations with
mentoring, grant tracking and case management.

Integration with SDM â€” Our seamless integration with structured decision making SDM and other best
practice frameworks helps organizations screen information, determine responses, identify possible threats and
estimate risks to monitor the progress of child welfare case plans. Our Apricot mission packs center on
self-sufficiency and senior services. Challenge Aspen uses Neon as their core database â€” so they can pull
key metrics and work together as a team, which keeps the focus on their mission. Simplified data entry. See a
full client list here. Make sure your programs deliver on your mission. Our flexible case and client
management solutions can focus on single programs or entire organizations with varied programs. We know
your time is better spent assisting your clients, so we start by assigning you a Project Manager who gets to
know your core needs. Contact Us. Have the information you need to enhance or even correct as needed. Our
solutions are designed to aggregate data and meet compliance needs and reporting requirements more
efficiently. At the program level, ensure that services are delivered as designed by your entire team and in
every location over time. To overcome challenges and meet regulatory requirements, extended care
organizations are automating with Allscripts software solutions to quickly and easily perform scheduling,
administrative and clinical tasks. Our ETO Initiators provide best practice solutions in self-sufficiency, mental
health, substance abuse prevention, and more. Assistive Technology, Child Welfare, Human Services eHana
by eHana The eHana EHR is designed with clinician usability at its core to enable better clinical workflow,
data aggregation, and fiscal management across your agency's continuum of care. Easy-to-use reporting and
search capabilities enable you to seamlessly create, view, and export reports to Excel â€” or you can display
your data with charts and graphs. Generate surveys, assessments, and program records unique to your
organization for your participants, clients, and staff. Financial and Legal Services Reach out to your
constituents with ease through automated communications tools Manage all your member data from one place
and easily gain robust insights Community and Social Services Keep track of your dedicated volunteers Craft
customized, personalized, automated marketing materials for your campaigns Public Safety and Disaster
Relief Create seamless and secure donation pages quickly whenever you need it Let donors know you
appreciate their contributions efficiently with personalized auto receipting Recreation and Sports
Organizations and Associations Create beautiful websites to engage new donors and the communities you
serve Create event registration forms and track attendees with ease Send out newsletters to donors and
members to keep them engaged How Neon Powers Causes Like Yours NeonCRM Case Study Challenge
Aspen started in to provide access and assistance from trained skiing pros to individuals with cognitive or
physical challenges. These prototypes are then scaled into new innovations by our team with the help of
government and industry support. That resource is then your single point of contact to design and configure
your system to best match your client, case, and data structures, as well as your workflows and processes. The
mobile application is built for social workers in the field so they can access and collect case and client
information, forms, and documents. Human Services Software Maximize efficiency to maximize impact.
Program impact at the touch of a button. Use assessment forms to easily assign clients to services. That helps
us continue to focus on our mission and on our participants. End-to-end client and case management. Using
Apricot Essentials, the team is able to collect and report on the services they offer the community all in one
seamless, easy-to-use tool. We prioritize your success with direct support and training through online
documentation, a support portal, webinars, and more. Case Management, Human Services, Nonprofits FI
Tracking Assistant by Janus Systems Incoporated The Janus Systems Corporation provides applications based
on the Acumen Appliances platform that replace complex paper driven workflows, resulting in drastically
reduced administrative cost for corporate and not-for-profits. Why clients trust Social Solutions as found on
TrustRadius Solutions Designed for Health and Human Services Our ETO and Apricot comprehensive case
management solutions enable organizations in the health and human services sector to collect information in a
single, secure location and report on the impact of the services they provide. Once enabled, FAMCare helps
agencies see better results typically in the first days. It's the fastest, most effective way to ignite grassroots
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awareness and online giving for your events and campaigns. Responses from our customer support team are
guaranteed within one business day. Configured to fit your policies and procedures, our solutions rapidly scale
up to meet growing demand or handle new lines of business. Tools for Every Step of the Process 1 Intake
Clients Easily record basic demographic information in a secure and organized system as they walk in the door
so they can receive the services they need faster. We leverage our modular software development approach
and extensive domain expertise to lay down the foundation for end-to-end Child Welfare solutions including:
Enrollment Management â€” Considering the hassles of traditional paper-based enrollment management
process, Connvertex provides Enrollment Management Solution aimed at reducing case worker intervention
and enrollment time for speedy deployment. Keep track of enrollment and attendance for both one-time and
ongoing activities with automated forms, perfect for group counseling and staff trainings. Measure and
manage against established goals and outcomes of success. Report against goals such as improved
self-sufficiency, quality of care, and more. Easily compare client data and find case information, keeping your
data organized and up to date. More efficiency, happier clients, more productive case workers, better
outcomes. With out-of-the-box connectors for IBM Cram and Oracle Siebel and configurable connectors for
all other systems, we offer a different and better approach to making mobile technology a game changer for
your agency. Secure and flexible access. Electronic Health Record EHR , Human Services extended care by
Allscripts We recognize that extended care organizations are facing increasingly more complex challenges
when it comes to data exchange and interoperability. Since then, the programming has grown to include
several sports and camps year-round, as well as programs dedicated to injured military personnel.


